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A: Use the TRY_...Catch combo Function TryAgain(test) On Error Resume Next Try test Catch MsgBox "Error!" End Try End Function There
are other ways to trap errors, which is generally the preferred way. He made his debut for Kazakhstan in 2013 Russian state-funded sports

broadcaster Rossiya 1 has been fined $350,000 (£228,000) after the RFEF ordered it to pay the costs of prosecuting a discrimination
complaint brought by the suspended head of the Chilean football federation, Claudio Tapia. The fine was imposed after the broadcaster

failed to have all of the disciplinary proceedings against Tapia heard as scheduled in a Santiago court in April. Tapia, who was a Fifa vice-
president, was then suspended by the global governing body for refusing to testify. He said he was the victim of political persecution and

was warned by Chile's attorney general in December about facing judicial proceedings. Tapia resigned as head of the Football Association of
Chile (FAC) last month after the supreme court ordered he be suspended for 30 days. The FAC accused him of "misappropriation of official

documents", and claims Tapia took $375,000 of FAC funds for personal use.Q: How to remove a trailing comma from a string in python? Lets
say I have a string like "2,3,4,5,6" and I want to remove the trailing comma in that string. I've tried using re and str.replace("","") and it
didn't work. Is there a way to do this? A: You can get rid of them using a regular expression and only capture the digits and the comma:

>>> import re >>> re.sub(r'(\d+)[,\d]', '', "2,3,4,5,6", re.M) '2,3,4,5,6' If you're using python 2.x you need to use a raw-string to include the
quotation marks in the regex, and so you need to add a r before the regex itself: >>> import re >>> re.sub(r'(\\d+)[,\\d]', '
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upgrade to Microsoft Office 2013. Applications The installer files for both 32- and 64-bit editions are

available for your immediate download. Microsoft Office 2013 RTM. To complete your purchase,
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